
In this webcast, participants will explore data visualization 
strategies within K-12, higher education, and research 
practices.  Presenters will de�ne data visualization and provide a 
practical guide to utilizing data visualization within art education 
pedagogy and research through vibrant, innovative examples derived 
from students and scholarly practice. 

Expanding beyond the traditional boundaries of art education, this 
presentation includes interdisciplinary data visualization applications, 
such as integration through science, world history and culture, and the 

health humanities. Exploring various approaches to data visualization, the webcast draws from artistic practices 
across a broad array of mediums, from drawing and painting to sculpture and research applications such as 
mapping. Critically, the webcast examines the visualization of information as a tool to empower students 
through social activism. 

Please note that participation in this webcast does not provide NAEA professional development credit. 
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Lauren Stetz
Data Visualization Working Group Chair, 
PhD Candidate in Art Education
Pennsylvania State University 
State College, PA

Lauren Stetz is a PhD candidate in art education with a minor in women’s, gender, and sexuality studies at The Pennsylvania State 
University. She currently serves as chair of the Data Visualization Working Group for the National Art Education Association (NAEA). 
Lauren holds a master’s degree in art history from George Mason University, specializing in Latin American art. An experienced art 
educator, Stetz has taught in both public and private schools and colleges throughout Pennsylvania; Virginia; and Washington, DC, 
for 15 years. She has worked with racially, linguistically, and socioeconomically diverse populations of students from preK to college 
level. Stetz’s research interests include data visualization and the transnational analysis of gender violence, with attention to 
cultural and historical context. Utilizing feminist mapping methodologies, her work explores fusions of art and activism for 
empowerment, resistance, and pedagogy.
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Eric Coughlin
Assistant Professor of Physics   
Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY

Eric Coughlin is an astrophysicist who lives in Syracuse, New York. He is a professor in the physics department at Syracuse University, 
a position he started in August of 2020. Before coming to Syracuse he held research positions at Princeton University; Columbia 
University; and the University of California, Berkeley. Coughlin’s research is broadly centered on high-energy astrophysics, which is 
concerned with some of the most extreme and exotic phenomena in the universe, including supermassive black holes, relativistic jets, 
and accretion �ows. He has family history in arts education, where his interest in connecting art and science derives.

Katie Gabriel, MFA
District Arts Coordinator and Instructional Specialist of Visual Arts, 
Secondary Visual Arts Educator
Fayetteville-Manlius School District
Syracuse, NY

Katie Gabriel is an artist–teacher in Central New York. She is involved in various New York State Education Department arts 
development programs and is the arts coordinator of Fayetteville-Manlius Schools. Gabriel earned an MFA in 2010 and has since 
brought a contemporary lens, interdisciplinary experimentation, and a focus on excelling foundations into art classrooms. Gabriel 
owns a teaching studio, where she provides instructional workshops to local youth and adults. She is known for combining 
cross-disciplinary visual arts experiences for her art students. Her most recent studio work combines �gurative processes with 
interests in gender and power through the lens of her young daughters, combined with machinery and antiquated industrial design. 
Gabriel was raised with a maternal family member who was the �rst director of UNWomen, empowering feminist experiences from 
a young age, with a duality of male engineers and inventors in her paternal line that inspired her drawing habits. View her artwork at 
www.kathrynbilharzgabriel.com.

Amanda Galbraith
Postdoctoral Research Associate
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Knoxville, TN

Amanda Galbraith serves as a postdoctoral research associate on the Data Visualization Project at the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville. During her 18 years of experience as an elementary art teacher and as a district lead teacher, her students consistently 
received recognition and many went on to successfully pursue further studies and careers in the arts. She also serves as the codirector 
for arts leadership and administration at the Tennessee Arts Academy and is the advocacy chair for the Tennessee Art Education 
Association. Galbraith has served on the Tennessee Department of Education’s subject matter expert committee, two state standards 
revision committees, a state textbook and instructional materials advisory panel, and numerous curriculum development teams. 
She received the Tennessee Art Education Association’s West Tennessee Art Educator of the Year award twice—in 2011 and 2013. 
In 2019 Galbraith was named the Tennessee Art Education Association Art Educator of the Year.

Joy Bertling 
Data Visualization Working Group Chair-Elect, 
Assistant Professor of Art Education
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Knoxville, TN

Joy G. Bertling is assistant professor and program coordinator of art education at the University of Tennessee. She is chair-elect of 
the Data Visualization Working Group and founding chair of the NAEA Ecology and Environment Interest Group. Her research 
engages with critical place-based art education and other arts-based ecopedagogies, including how they can intersect with data 
visualization practices. She has published articles in various peer-reviewed journals, including NAEA journals Studies in Art 
Education and Art Education. Her recent research article, “A Portrait of Environmental Integration in United States K-12 Art 
Education,” was published in Environmental Education Research. She currently serves on the editorial boards of the journals Art 
Education and Arts Education Policy Review. 
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